PAPUA NEW GUINEA (PNG)

PAPUA NEW GUINEA SWIMMING INC.

President
Elizabeth Wells

Vice-President(s)
Stephen Damien

General Secretary
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BANK ACCOUNT

Audit Control

Affiliated Clubs
3

Permanent Officer(s)
0

Number of Athletes

400

16

0

0

0

Olympic Games Participation

Participation in World Championships

Athletes Category
COACHES INFOs

SWIMMING
WITH CERTIFICATION PROGRAMME
- BASIC: 15
- INTERMEDIATE: 6
- ADVANCED: 1

OPEN WATER SWIMMING
WITHOUT CERTIFICATION PROGRAMME
- BASIC: 0
- INTERMEDIATE: 0
- ADVANCED: 0

DIVING
 WITHOUT CERTIFICATION PROGRAMME
- BASIC: 0
- INTERMEDIATE: 0
- ADVANCED: 0

HIGH DIVING
WITHOUT CERTIFICATION PROGRAMME
- BASIC: 0
- INTERMEDIATE: 0
- ADVANCED: 0

WATER POLO
WITHOUT CERTIFICATION PROGRAMME
- BASIC: 2
- INTERMEDIATE: 1
- ADVANCED: 1

ARTISTIC SWIMMING
WITHOUT CERTIFICATION PROGRAMME
- BASIC: 0
- INTERMEDIATE: 0
- ADVANCED: 0

WITH CERTIFICATION PROGRAMME

REFEREES

SWIMMING OFFICIALS
- 30

OPEN WATER SWIMMING OFFICIALS
- 15

DIVING JUDGES
- 0

HIGH DIVING JUDGES
- 0

WATER POLO REFEREES
- 0

ARTISTIC SWIMMING JUDGES
- 0

FACILITIES

25M POOLS
- 2

50M POOLS
- 1

OTHER POOL SIZES
- 1

DIVING TOWERS
- 0

HPTC
- 2

HIGH PERFORMANCE

NATIONAL COMPETITIONS